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HUGO RUDOLPH KRITIT

1882-1959

Ki-uijt, better known as Kruyt, was bom on 3 June 1882 in Amsterdam, where his father owned a bookstore. He attended the HBS at
Amersfoort and passed the university admission examination in
1901. He studied chemistiy hi Amsterdam with H.W. Bakhuis
Roozeboom, J.D. van der Waals, J.J. van Laar, and F.M.Jaeger. As
a student Kruyt showed both Christian and Socialist inclinations.
Even before passing his doctoral examination in 1906, Knjyt had
become assistant to Bakliuis Roozeboom, but after Bakhuis Roozeboom's death, in February 1907, Knayt went to Utrecht, where E.J.
Cohen was professor of chemistry. In March 1907 Kruyt married
Maria Fredeiika Paris, with whom he had two sons and four daughters. In June 1908 Knayt took his degree with a dissertation on De
dynamische allotropie der zwavel (The dynamical allotropy of Sulfur). He
became privat-dozent at Utrecht and, in 1910-1911, temporaiy lecturer
in Groningen. In 1912 he became lecturer in 'fasenleer' (phase
theoiy) at Utrecht, in 1916 professor extraordinarius, and in 1921
professor ordinarius of physical chemistry, also at Utrecht. In 1922
Kmyt was elected member of the Royal Academy of Arts and Sciences.
In the Utrecht laboratory Kruyt founded a separate department of
colloid science. For students he wrote an introduction to the field,
Inleiding tot dephysisclie cliemie, de kolloidcliemie in het bijzonder {\9'2^). W i t h

some of these students he summarized his research in Colloids. A
textbook (1927). After the Second World War he published Colloid
Science (1949-1952).
But Kruyt was not only active as a teacher and researcher. He
ardently promoted closer ties between the univei'sity and society.
When he was chosen as chaimian of the Dutch Chemical Association in 1918 he tried to incorporate representatives of the chemical
industiy in the Association. After a joumey through the United
States Kruyt in a much discussed brochure Hooge School en Maatscliappij {University and Society, 1933) advocated the introduction of some
elements of the American university system in the Netherlands. In
the 1920's he also was member of a committee that prepared the way
for a national organization for applied science (Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek, TNO) and in the 1930s he became
president of this organization. His intemational standing was recog-
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nized in his election as vice-president and president of the Union
Internationale de Chimie Pure et Appliquee (1928-1934 and 19471951). He was also vice-president and president of the International
Council of Scientific Unions (1937-1945, 1945-1946). In 1940, at the
beginning of the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, Kruyt, as rector magnificus of Utrecht University, acted very cautiously in order
to keep the university open without collaborating with the Germans.
In 1946 Ki"uyt resigned his chair at Utrecht in order to become
full time chaiiTnan of T N O , a position from which he resigned in
1953. After the foundation of UNESCO Kruyt was for some years
president of die Dutch UNESCO-committee (1947-1957). He died
on 31 August 1959.
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